PC3 human prostate carcinoma cell holoclones contain self-renewing tumor-initiating cells.
Primary keratinocytes exhibit three typical clonal morphologies represented by holoclones, meroclones, and paraclones, with holoclones containing self-renewing stem cells, and meroclones and paraclones containing more mature and differentiated cells. Interestingly, long-term-cultured human epithelial cancer cells in clonal cultures also form holoclones, meroclones, and paraclones, and tumor cell holoclones have been hypothesized to harbor stem-like cells or cancer stem cells. However, the key question of whether tumor cell holoclones genuinely contain tumor-initiating cells has not been directly addressed. Here, using PC3 human prostate carcinoma cells as a model, we provide direct experimental evidence that tumor cell holoclones contain stem-like cells that can initiate serially transplantable tumors. Importantly, holoclones derived from either cultured PC3 cells or holoclone-initiated tumors can be serially passaged and regenerate all three types of clones. In contrast, meroclones and paraclones cannot be continuously propagated and fail to initiate tumor development. Phenotypic characterizations reveal high levels of CD44, alpha(2)beta(1) integrin, and beta-catenin expression in holoclones, whereas meroclones and paraclones show markedly reduced expression of these stem cell markers. The present results have important implications in understanding morphologic heterogeneities and tumorigenic hierarchies in human epithelial cancer cells.